
Kay Harvey is a contemporary painter, printmaker, and sculptor, with a wide body of work based 
in color, texture, light and surface. 

Born in Dallas,Texas, then at age 4, Harvey’s family relocated to Pecos, NM.  She studied painting 
at Bradford Jr College with Douglas Huebler. On Huebler’s recommendation she attended The 
University of Arizona where she recieved a BFA. She then traveled to Houston and worked at The 
Houston Museum Fine Arts School before going to graduate school at The Institute of Design, 
Illinois Institute of Technology. She studied printing with Misch Kohn and photography with Joe 
Jachna. After graduate school she moved back to New Mexico and began painting in earnest. In 
1985 she enrolled in The Santa Fe Art Institute’s first Master Class with Richard Diebenkorn. From 
1986-1994 she continued her studies in printmaking with other Master artists Ken Tyler, Garner 
Tullis and painting with Larry Bell, Helen Frankenthaler and Lynda Benglis. Harvey worked and 
showed in New York in 1996 at The International Studio Program. She has exhibited at the Har-
wood Museum of Art in Taos,NM, the New Mexico Museum of Fine Arts in Santa Fe, NM, the 
National Museum of Women in the Arts, Santa Fe, NM as well as around the country in Chicago, 
San Francisco,Tulsa, and internationally in Torgiano, Italy. 

Harvey currently lives and works in Santa Fe,NM.

“Kay Harvey’s unique vision has emerged through much cross reference to the figure as it is drawn, 
collaged or molded in clay, and now the figure emerges through the gesturing of paint, slithering 
across the surface it becomes a figure-landscape. Kinetically broken up and fragmented, the fig-
ure-landscape is sometimes a handwriting, sometimes a map or contour. Though the definition is 
unclear, the gesturing is very unified and is a much realized, ritual motion of what a painting of 
print can be said to be about: color, texture, light and surface.”
- Lynda Benglis
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